How to donate
It might look a bit tricky at first as we are using an Indonesian crowd funding platform but all in all
its very straightforward, the instructions are only so long because of the screenshots:
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1) Use a web browser with integrated translation function, like google Chrome:

Using Google Chrome use the right mouse
button to see a context menu to offer to
translate the page to your language.

EDUplus STEM Kurse in Nord Bali / crowd funding

The translation is very fast and quite good (but
not perfect).
Do this every time necessary!
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2) Click: Donate Now (Donasi Sekarang)
The title is not very well translated but you are
still with the correct campaign!

Enter the amount you want to donate in
Indonesian Rupiah, 1 Euro ~ 16000 IDR, so 20
Euro are 320000 and 50 are 800000 IDR.
To use another payment option click on
CHANGE (GANTI) you will see options to use
credit cards (last in the list).
Enter your name (Nama Lengkap) or click Hide
my name (Anonymous).
Enter a contact info like your WhatsApp or
email.
Here you can type an optional personal
message.
Answer if know Fetty Kurniawangsih personal.
Click MORE PAYMENTS (LANJUT
PEMBAYARAN) to continue – this is certainly
not the best translation (you do not have to
make more payments!)
(this screenshot is the already translated version)

3) Payment Instructions

Credit card payments will be processed by midtrans.com payment portal, we did not find any
security warnings in the internet.
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4) Doing the payment

This page will not get translated!
Rincian Belanja

Transfer Details

Pesanan

Order

Informasi pelanggan Customer / Donor
information
produk

what you are paying
for

jumlah

amount

LANJUT = Continue

5) Entering payment details

Check the amount again!
Enter your credit card number, the type is
automatically detected.
CVV number (backside of credit card)
Make changes to your email and telephone
number if necessary (both mandatory). Some
banks are using additional security and will send
you a PIN code to your mobile phone!
BAYAR SEKARANG = Pay now
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Transfers within Austria / EU
We asked a trustworthy friend in Austria, if she can help us in case somebody do not want to use a
credit card.
Please, contact me using my email: robert.faber@terramath.com so that I can send the bank
account information.
If you donate, please state as the purpose / subject: EDUplus Indonesia
and write a short message to me as well, including the amount you want to donate.
(Just in case there is a problem - but inside the EU the transfers are normally hassle free. Please,
mention your name in the email as well – important if you are a donor, I do not know personal.).
As bank fees are considerable, Ellyana will wait with the actual transfer so that not only the bank is
earning. After the money arrived we will pay it in to the crowd funding platform. This can take
sometime depending how many people are using this way to donate! As soon as I get the message
that your donation arrived at our partner account. I will give you a feedback.
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